Abstract

Background: It is important to identify variables that influence life expectancy in order to develop strategies to improve health care systems and thereby increase life expectancy.

Aims: In this study, a decision tree was built using a chi-square automatic interaction detector technique in order to identify variables influencing life expectancy at birth.

Methods: Data were taken from the databases of the World Bank, World Health Organization and World Life Expectancy. Data from 166 countries for the year 2013 were extracted for 25 selected input variables related to mortality, health and the environment, child health, economy and demography in order to build the decision tree.

Results: Of the 25 variables, nine had a significant influence on life expectancy: percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities; death rates per 100 000 population for HIV/AIDS, liver disease, stroke and coronary heart disease; percentage of the urban population using improved drinking-water sources; total fertility rate (births per woman); public health expenditure (percent of government expenditure); and health expenditure per capita.

Conclusions: Improving these variables may result in significant increases in life expectancy and quality of life. At the country level, appropriate strategies can be developed to improve the...
quality and performance of health care systems.
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Introduction

Life expectancy is the probable remaining life time of an individual after a specific age. Life expectancy at birth is the number of years, on average, a newborn can expect to live if the existing mortality rates continue to apply (1).

It is important to identify variables that influence and predict the life expectancy of the population of a country in order to develop appropriate strategies to improve the quality and performance of health care systems and thereby increase life expectancy.

Research to estimate life expectancy focuses on modelling life expectancy using time series or cross-sectional data based on trends in health and mortality observed in the population, as well as social, economic and environmental factors of the countries. Many studies have been conducted to estimate life expectancy going back to 1662 with an analysis to create a warning system for the onset, spread and decline of bubonic plague in London (2–13). Various modelling techniques have been used including an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model (5), a novel model based on log mortality rate changes rather than levels (2),
Bayesian spatiotemporal models (6), a model with a new survival function (7), Pollard’s actuarial method of decomposing life expectancy (12) and extreme bounds analysis (13).

The determinants of life expectancy in Turkey (social, economic and environmental factors) were investigated using time series data (4). The study concluded that while the availability of food and nutrition and health expenditure were the main determinant factors, smoking was the most important cause of death.

In this study, we aimed to build a decision tree using a chi-square automatic interaction detector (CHAID) technique to identify influential variables on life expectancy at birth.

**Methods**

**Data sources**

The data sources of this study are the databases of the World Bank, World Health Organization (WHO) and World Life Expectancy (14–16). World Life Expectancy is a free web portal developed by a private media company (16). The World Bank data meet Open Data best practices and the established standards of professional data communities (17). WHO provides access to health-related statistics for its 194 Member States with its Global Health Observatory data repository (18). Although the datasets are not always the same as official national estimates, they represent the best estimates of WHO using methodologies for specific indicators that aim for comparability across countries and time (18). Using these databases, data from 166 countries for the year 2013 were extracted for 25 selected input variables in order to build the decision tree to explain life expectancy at birth. The variables were grouped into five categories related to mortality, health and environment, child health, economy and demography (Box 1).

**Decision tree**

The decision tree technique is an intuitive data mining tool that is capable of handling heterogeneous data by defining explicit rules for classification (19). The technique splits the data to determine the most significant predictor recursively that yields the best separation at the current level. The aim is to divide data into homogenous sublevels. The decision tree is transparent and has easy to understand solutions provided by the algorithm which helps focus on the entire data (20).

A tree diagram is a useful tool to visualize the structure of a decision tree. Each path from the root node to one of the leaf nodes in the decision tree provides a rule for classification. Therefore, it is easy to interpret the rules from a decision tree. Other advantages of decision
trees are: (i) they do not require any particular probability distributions for variables and work with both discrete and continuous variables, (ii) they are not affected by collinearity and (iii) they are insensitive to outliers in the data set. However, decision trees suffer from problems of statistical reliability and generalizability. They can also bias classification choices because of sequential variable evaluation. A reduced data set is evaluated after each split in the decision tree which introduces bias.

**Chi-square automatic interaction detector**

We built a decision tree using a CHAID technique. The target variable was life expectancy at birth (LIFEX), and the 25 selected variables were used as the input variables of the decision tree.

CHAID is a popular decision tree technique that was described in 1975 and formalized in 1980 (19). The algorithm works on nodes to build a hierarchical tree. It decides the most significant predictor to split the data iteratively using the chi-square test. CHAID contains several components on a decision tree. The root node, at the top of the hierarchy, involves the dependent or target variable. In our study, life expectancy at birth stayed at the root as the target variable to be explained by the input variables. Parent nodes are the nodes that are composed by dividing the root node by the most significant predictor. In our study, access to sanitation facilities appeared to be the most significant predictor that divided the data into five nodes. The child nodes are the successor nodes for parent nodes on the decision tree. The terminal nodes, also called leaf nodes, are the final nodes on the decision tree.

The steps of the CHAID algorithm are explained in Data mining and statistics for decision making (19). CHAID makes use of the chi-square test by merging classes that do not have significantly different effects on the target variable, and then chooses the best split and decides whether it is worth performing any additional splits on a node (21). Four steps of CHAID are for merging the categories and the last step is for node splitting (19).

1) For each input variable with more than two categories, the chi-square test is done to group the categories by cross-tabulating them with the categories of the target variable. In subcross-tabulations, the pair of categories of the input variable with the smallest chi-square value (the largest P-value) is selected and compared with the chosen threshold (default value is $\alpha = 0.05$). If the chi-square is not significant (P-value greater than the chosen threshold), the two categories are merged.
2) Step 1 is repeated until all the pairs of categories have a significant chi-square (P-value less than the chosen threshold) or until there are only two categories remaining for each input variable.

3) If the input variable is nominal and has missing values, the set of missing values is considered to be a category and treated in the same way as the others. If the input variable is ordinal or quantitative, the missing values category is merged with another category with the closest chi-square after the end of the preceding merger processes.

4) The P-value associated with the chi-square of the best table obtained when the merging process stops is multiplied by the Bonferroni correction (adjusted P-value) in order to prevent the over-evaluation of the significance of the multiple-category variables.

5) When the categories have been grouped optimally for each input variable and the adjusted P-value has been calculated, CHAID selects the variable for which the chi-square is most significant (the one for which the adjusted P-value is smallest). If the adjusted P-value is less than the chosen threshold for the split (default value is $\alpha = 0.05$), the node is divided into a number of child nodes equal to the number of categories of the variable after grouping, otherwise the node is not divided.

Results

Using the CHAID decision tree technique, of all the 25 input variables analysed, nine were identified as the most significant variables affecting life expectancy at birth. These variables were: percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities; death rates per 100 000 population for HIV/AIDS, liver disease, stroke and coronary heart disease; percentage of the urban population using improved drinking-water sources; total fertility rate as births per woman; public health expenditure as a percent of government expenditure; and health expenditure as US$ per capita.

As seen in Figure 1, the percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities was the best first split. The percentage of population using improved sanitation facilities divides the entire group of countries into five groups in terms of life expectancy (Table 1). If the percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities is at most 59%, this group includes 51 countries and their average life expectancy is 60.564 years (Node 1), whereas if the percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities is more than 99%, this group
The CHAID procedure takes each of these five groups and finds the variable that best splits each group. From the root node to the leaf nodes, 166 countries were divided into 26 mutually exclusive groups. The group with the lowest life expectancy (55.667 years) included countries in sub-Saharan Africa. These countries are Angola, Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Malawi, Sierra Leone, Togo, Uganda, which are on the list of least developed countries and Cameroon, the Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, Kingdom of Eswatini and Zambia which are middle-income countries. For this group, the decision tree gave the following rule: SF ≤ 59% of the population and HIV_AIDS > 48.87 deaths per 100 000 population and LIVERD > 24.34 deaths per 100 000 population then LIFEX is predicted as 55.667 years.

The group with the highest life expectancy of 82.442 years included Australia, Canada, Cyprus, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malta, New Zealand, Singapore, Spain and Switzerland which are all high-income countries. For this group the decision tree gave the following rule: SF > 99% of the population and DWS_U > 99% and LIVERD ≤ 7.1 deaths per 100 000 population then LIFEX is predicted as 82.442 years.

The groups with life expectancy less than 60 years include countries in the sub-Saharan Africa region which are mostly least developed countries. If life expectancy is about 70 years, groups contain middle-income countries. If life expectancy is more than 81 years, high-income countries are included which are Austria, Portugal and the Republic of Korea. For this group, the decision rule is: SF > 99% of population and DWS_U > 99% and LIVERD > 7.1 deaths per 100 000 population and FR ≤ 1.4 births per woman then LIFEX is predicted as 81.3 years.

For the group including high-income countries Belgium and Denmark, fertility rate also has an effect and the decision rule is: SF > 99% and DWS_U > 99% and LIVERD > 7.1 deaths per 100
000 population and FR > 1.4 births per woman then LIFEX is predicted as 80.2 years

This life expectancy is lower than the previous group. Higher fertility rates cause an increase in the population and since the available resources and infrastructure will therefore be shared by more individuals, the quality of life and life expectancy will be adversely affected.

**Table 2** shows the groupings of Member States of the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region for the three lowest and highest life expectancy predictions. Decision rules indicate that an increase in the percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities will increase life expectancy. Of the mortality-related variables, the death rates for HIV/AIDS, liver disease, stroke and coronary heart disease significantly influence life expectancy for these countries. Economy-related variables are also important and it is clear that more government spending on public health will result in increased life expectancy. Since decision rules for high-income countries with high life expectancy indicate that the percentage of the urban population using improved drinking-water sources is very high for these countries, this variable should also be taken into consideration by countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region in order to increase life expectancy.

**Discussion**

The results of this study are consistent with those of previous studies. Research using extreme bound analysis identified eight variables as robust predictors for life expectancy: improved water sources, poverty headcount rate, adolescent fertility rate, labour participation rate, health aid, share of pregnant women receiving prenatal care, and the Country Policy and Institutional Assessment gender equality index (10). Other research ascertained that falling tobacco use for men and a decrease in cardiovascular disease mortality for both men and women were the main factors contributing to increase in life expectancy in older age in high-income countries (11). The findings indicated that progress in the improvement rate in older age mortality has been slower in low- and middle-income countries because of continuing communicable disease epidemics, such as HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis, and the growing epidemic of noncommunicable diseases. A recent study concluded that decrease in deaths from cardiovascular disease was the most important contributor to the change in life expectancy (12), while another identified the most influential determinants of longer life expectancy at birth in low-income countries were HIV prevalence among children, gender equality, agricultural production, political stability, improved water source, improved sanitation facilities, good governance, primary school enrolment, increased private health expenditure and overseas development assistance, and control of armed conflict and HIV prevalence among men (13).

In our study, the percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities was the most
significant variable affecting life expectancy. The difference between the groups of countries in the decision tree with the highest life expectancy (node 5) and the lowest life expectancy (node 1) was about 20 years, which indicates that improved sanitation facilities increases life expectancy. A comprehensive study on sanitation and health supports this finding (22); it stated that 2.6 billion people in the world do not have adequate sanitation and inadequate sanitation causes about 10% of global diseases.

HIV/AIDS was the next significant variable in grouping the countries with a low percentage of the population having improved sanitation facilities (nodes 1 and 2). Most of the countries in these groups (63%) (nodes 6, 7 and 8 under node 1, and nodes 9 and 10 under node 2; Figure 1) are low- and middle-income sub-Saharan countries (Figure 1 and Table 1). Sub-Saharan Africa accounts for 71% of the global burden of HIV infection, although it is home to only 12% of the global population (23). Policies directed at preventive actions and treatment programmes will help reduce deaths from HIV/AIDS and increase life expectancy. Similarly, policies directed at reducing deaths from liver disease, stroke and coronary heart disease, which were also identified as influential variables, will have positive effects on life expectancy. The decision rules generated by the CHAID decision tree technique provide easy interpretation of differences between groups of countries and hence can be used in strategy development.

A limitation of this study is that only 25 variables related to mortality, health and environment, child health, economy, and demography, were included whereas other variables that were not considered may also influence life expectancy at birth, such as level of education and employment by education level.

In addition, we used cross-sectional data for 2013 without gender segregation. Taking account of different years and gender in the analysis requires the construction of separate decision trees which might result in different decision rules for classification. However, since the results of our study are consistent with those of the similar previous studies, decision trees are proposed as an effective method for the analysis of life expectancy and for health research in general. The most important variables identified by our study can also be used as input variables in other similar studies.

**Conclusion**
Based on our CHAID decisions tree analysis, life expectancy at birth varied greatly between countries. Our results indicate that the factors significantly affecting life expectancy at birth are: (i) mortality-related variables – death rates per 100,000 population for HIV/AIDS, liver disease, stroke and coronary heart disease; (ii) health and environment-related variables – percentage of the population using improved sanitation facilities and percentage of the urban population using improved drinking-water sources; (iii) economy-related variables – public health expenditure as a percent of government expenditure and health expenditure in US$ per capita; and (iv) demography-related variables – total fertility rate as births per woman. Because high-income countries have improved these factors substantially, their populations have longer life expectancy than people in low- and middle-income countries.

Targeting the variables found to influence life expectancy may result in significant increases in life expectancy and quality of life. At the country level, appropriate strategies can be developed to improve the quality and performance of health care systems. Efforts to improve life expectancy may require budget allocation and/or appropriate regulations.

For future work, new input variables can be added to the analysis and another decision tree technique, such as classification and regression tree, can be applied.
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Analyse de l’espérance de vie dans différents pays au moyen d’un arbre de décision

Résumé

**Contexte** : Il est important d’identifier les variables influençant l’espérance de vie pour mettre au point des stratégies d’amélioration des systèmes de santé et faire ainsi augmenter l’espérance de vie.

**Objectifs** : Dans la présente étude, un arbre de décision a été établi à l’aide d’une technique automatique de détection des interactions selon le test du khi-carré, afin d’identifier les variables influençant l’espérance de vie à la naissance.

Résultats : Neuf des 25 variables avaient une influence importante sur l’espérance de vie : le pourcentage de la population ayant accès à des installations sanitaires améliorées ; le taux de mortalité pour 100 000 habitants lié au VIH/sida, aux maladies hépatiques, aux accidents vasculaires cérébraux et aux coronaropathies ; le pourcentage de la population urbaine ayant accès à des sources d’eau de boisson améliorées ; le taux de fécondité total (naissances par femme) ; les dépenses publiques de santé (pourcentage des dépenses publiques) ; et les dépenses de santé par habitant.

Conclusions : L’amélioration de ces variables pourrait se traduire par des augmentations significatives de l’espérance de vie et de la qualité de vie. À l’échelle des pays, des stratégies appropriées peuvent être mises au point pour améliorer la qualité et le fonctionnement des systèmes de santé.
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